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The Negro in Madison

Madison stands at the crossroads, as the name suggests, in an area increasingly emphasized. This phrase, born of a very real situation, may well become synonymous with Madison, for in no other city is the Negro problem so acute and so sharply focused. A new layer of Negro population is becoming more Negro in character and more Negro in number. Madison has its "X" streets which are Negro landmarks. The Negro is one of Madison and Madison is a Negro landmark. Madison is a Negro center of population, a Negro crossroads. Madison is the place you go to in order to find Negroes. Madison is the place you are likely to find Negroes because there are more Negroes. Madison has its own Negro neighborhoods. Madison has its own Negro ghetto. Madison has its own Negro "X" streets. Madison has its own Negro neighborhoods. Madison has its own Negro ghetto. Madison has its own Negro "X" streets.
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